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1. (33 poiiits 11 his is a onc’ dunensional problem. An object is dropped from a height
11 above she ground. Defining vertically tip to be the positive (lirectic)n the object
(Xl)Ci(’H(’CS till iicrek’rtit ion

a(t) = Jt—g

where 31$ a known constant.
a. Obtain an algebraic equation for the velocity as a function of time.

1). Obtain an algebraic equation for the height as a function of time.

c. Find the finic’. 1. at which the object reaches its lowest point. assiuning this occurs

betorc’ it hits the ground.



2. (33 points) A small block of mass m is placed on the frictionless floor which we define
to be i he .r. y plane. There are two forces, P andP2.acting on the block that have
compotients only in the .r. y plane. Because of these forces the block moves in a very
strange way so that its position vector is observed to be

7(t) = (cit3 ÷ c2t)t+ (c3t2+ c4t)J.

Here all the c’s are known constants. One of the forces is known to be given by

Pt =kJ+k2tj

Here k1 and k2 are known constants. What is the other force?



)( )i1i1 A i)IO(’k of mass iii. is at rest on a table. A force of known lInn4nitude

1 acts on t lie block, at f lie known angle 0 as shown:

a . Assullnlu2, 110 frict 1011 between the table arid the block, isolate the block and show all
forces acting oii it. In other words draw the free body diagrani for the block.)

h. ljiid I he acceleratioii of the block.

\ow asa one there is a coefficient of friction z between the table and the block. Find
the acceleration of t lie block assuming the force F is large enough to make the block
iiiove.

(1. Find the niiiiiinuiri value that F must have in order to cause the block to inov.


